It's up to students to stop the draft

Ron Newman

College students and other young Americans could be in for a nasty surprise this summer when Congress begins debate on eight bills designed to revive some form of the military draft. Unless students quickly mount a loud and effective protest against these proposals, we may be faced with a compulsory registration requirement, a limited induction, or something even worse, by the end of 1979.

Since nobody has been drafted in seven years, and nobody has been required to register for the draft since 1975, many Americans now have the erroneous impression that the draft law itself has been repealed. Unfortunately, draft registration is the key for the authority to select men, which expired in 1973, the entire draft law remains in force.

The registration of young men was suspended in 1976 by an executive order of President Ford, not by any law; another executive order could once again require all men to report to local Selective Service offices for registration, classification, and physical examinations. President Carter is understandably reluctant to issue such an order himself, but some observers suggest that he would not strongly object if Congress "forced" him into lifting the suspension.

Many of the supporters of a new draft appear to have no more regard for the conscription possibility than they have forvoluntarism and free choice. H.R. 23 and S. 226 would allow the Selective Service System access to the record of any federal, state, or local government agency in order to compile a list of draft-eligible men. Drivers licenses, voter registration, high school attendance, federal and state tax returns, social security, unemployment compensation payments, student loans -- the list of day-to-day interactions with some unit of government goes on and on. All this and more would be available to local draft boards.

Militarization of federally-funded schools could soon be presented as an unhappy choice: the draft board or your local Selective Service offices. In short, the draft, one of the most divisive issues of our time, would again be made a reality.

May 1 demonstration

Opposition to this torrent of pro-conscription agitation has been surprisingly slow to stir, but a protest movement is now starting to take shape. Indeed, the prospect of such disobedience could be the only thing that will ensure that Congress does not hear soon from people in our area: in opposition to this "pro-clausement" agitation has been surprisingly slow to stir, but a protest movement is now starting to take shape. Indeed, the prospect of such disobedience could be the only thing that will ensure that Congress does not hear soon from people in our area:
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What if MIT lost accreditation?

Paul Hubbard by Kent Massey

It’s the only night when I can fall asleep in the early morning and still get eight hours of sleep.

"I wonder what could possibly happen next?" he thought. Just then the telephone rang. It was the Accreditation Committee.

"Howard, we accidentally sent you the decision on Harvard. MIT has been reaccredited. Sorry for any trouble this may have caused.

"Ooops," said Johnson.

The Audubon Society to turn over Kreighe and use it as a bird bath.

Howard Johnson himself ended up taking over New House. "I can always convert it into a restaurant," he said.

So everything finally disappeared and Johnson prepared to close out his office, he kept thinking about the strange ending to MIT.
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Grod! I love Friday nights!!